
Designed by a working Film and Television professional,
HitMaker Studios is in the heart of Port Melbourne.
A medium-sized, fully sound-proofed stage,
Twin Cycloramas (Chroma Green Screen and Matte White
that both come with the large studio), a smaller chat and
streaming studio, and additional facilities such as make-up,
control rooms and green room charged only if used.

Upstairs there are 2 wings of production offices 
(5 & 4 offices fully furnished with multiple desks in each)
plus SDI and Ethernet links.

HITMAKER STUDIOS
S T U D I O  H I R E  -  P O R T  M E L B O U R N E

HITMAKER STUDIOS
S T U D I O  H I R E  -  P O R T  M E L B O U R N E

CONTACT US
|  HITMAKER.COM.AU

|  (03)  9078 9195

|  HITMAKER@HITMAKER.COM.AU

"Hitmaker is a beautiful and highly professional
working space. Jon and his team have always gone above

and beyond the call to ensure that our needs were met.
Service with a smile. Very highly recommended."

Don Percy, Director - ADONIS FILMS

- Easy ground floor load-in 
- Audience permit available 
- Essentials parking for Studio A 
- FREE ALL DAY PARKING in all directions 
- We can also hire in Crew and Production Equipment.

WHO ARE WE?

WE'VE GOT:



“We love filming at HitMaker Studios
– the sound proof stage and facilities

are fantastic. The team are super
accommodating and helpful leading

up to shoots and on the day to
ensure shoots run as

seamlessly as possible.” 
Lou Spargo, Two Tractors

STUDIO A
 

STUDIO B

Dry hire is $1300 for 9hr / $850 for 4 hr + GST 
All other facilities can be added and

we can bring in gaffers and crew as required.
Some clients shoot in Studio A while simultaneously

doing photography and publicity in Studio B.

OUR LARGEST SOUNDPROOF STUDIO

“Hitmaker is our go-to studio when we're filming
in Melbourne. The facilities are first rate and

Jon and the team are total professionals.”
 Bryan Cockerill, Company Director, The Full Box

“We shot parts of ‘The Very Excellent Mr Dundee’ at
Hitmaker Studios and used the upstairs as our

Production Office for several months. Great facility
and the guys there looked after us well.” 

Nigel Odell, Producer - 
The Very Excellent Mr. Dundee

 
 

OUR SMALLER, SOUND TREATED STUDIO

“Hitmaker Studio’s facilities were really
functional and suited our needs for a
broadcast conference perfectly. Using

the studio during Covid restrictions was
challenging but the environment was

safe and clean at all times and the staff
could not have been more helpful or

professional. It is a wonderful
venue to work with.”

Jane Power, Executive Officer, VPELA

Dry hire is $800 + GST for an 8 hour day
It’s used for interviews, chat shows,

remotes, photography, etc.
We can provide full

multicam facilities if required.

EXTRAS - Airconditioner
- Lighting Grid
- Projector Feed
- Green Room

- Overnight storage
- Private Suite
- Makeup room
- Wardrobe room

ONLY PAY FOR WHAT YOU USE...
HERE ARE SOME EXTRAS SHOULD YOU NEED THEM


